
To my fellow TASO Football Officials: 
 
When I became your President I told you we were going to keep Football Officiating the Main 
Thing.  This is the start.  
You will receive a Video Review every other week from Mike Wise and a Rules Review the other 
week.  This week we are starting with a review of Rule 1.  Next time will be Rule 2 and so on. ( thanks 
to Mike Marcotte for the questions) When the season starts we will have an officiating memo each 
week similar to what the NFL and Big 12 sends their officials.  Hope you will take advantage of these 
training opportunities. 
I will be attending a UIL meeting in Austin April 21.  The purpose is to finalize the 2015 UIL 
Exceptions to the 2015 NCAA Football Rules.  If you have suggestions please send them to me. 
May 8 & 9 in Dallas, TASO Football will host the 2015 TASO Approved Clinicians to insure everyone 
understands the materials that will be presented at the Clinics.  Please contact Mike Wise or Bill 
Theodore if you have suggestions as to how we can make these Clinics better. 
There is some old Cherokee wisdom: 
The grandfather told the grandson that each person has 2 wolves inside them fighting for control. 
One wolf is full of vengefulness, anger, resentment, self-pity, fear 
The other wolf is full of compassion, faithfulness , hope, truth, love 
The grandson ask “ which wolf will win?” 
The grandfather answers “ the one you feed” 
If you will feed the good football wolf inside you with videos, rules study, going to clinics, working 
scrimmages, talking to your fellow officials that wolf will be ready for the season. 
If you are the type of official who shows up at the first game of the season and ask “ is there any rule 
changes this year?” that wolf inside you will have won. 
Please review these questions from Rule 1 with your fellow officials and let us know if you believe 
something should be different. 
Thanks, 
Tommy Moore 
NFL60@suddenlink.net 
832-971-8589 
RULE ONE QUESTIONS 
PLAY ONE: 1st/10 for Team A at the Team A 30-yard line.  As the teams bring in multiple substitutes 
after a change of possession, the BJ observes that defensive back B23, who is entering the game, 
has a fully exposed “flipper” back pad. Sometimes you can correct something like this without 
stopping the game. 
RULING: Stop the game, send B23 out of the game for one play (similar approach to helmet coming 
off in previous down), per new rule for 2015.  Same ruling applies to shoulder pads not completely 
covered by jersey.  40 second play clock; game clock on the snap. 
 
PLAY TWO: 4th/15 for Team A from the Team A 28-yard line.  As the ball used in the previous play is 
being relayed to the umpire for spotting, the ball boy for Team A presents a “kicking ball” (marked 
with a K) to the LJ as a replacement. 
RULING: As a practical matter, the offered ball should be rejected and play continues with the ball 
previously in use.  The use of a marked ball “Indicating a preference…for any situation” could be 
ruled a live-ball unsportsmanlike conduct foul, penalized from the previous spot.   (The replacement 
of balls for reasons other than becoming dead in a side zone, becoming unfit for play or is 
inaccessible is NOT in accordance with the rules!) There is no such thing as a kicking ball.  A new 
ball comes in only when the officials ask for one, not when the team wants to. 
 
PLAY THREE: 3rd/4 for Team A from the Team B 22-yard line, late in the game.  A88, who has 
caught multiple passes in the game, changes his jersey number to A18, enters the game without any 
communication about the change, and lines up as a wide receiver.  QB A13’s pass to A18 is 



completed for a touchdown. 
RULING: (Assuming the officials recognize this situation…) 3rd/19 for Team A from the Team B 37-
yard line.  25-second clock starts on the ready; game clock on the snap.  The unsportsmanlike 
conduct foul is charged to the team.  If the player reports the change to the referee, who then informs 
the opposing head coach and announces via microphone (if available), the change in numbers is 
legal. 
 
PLAY FOUR: With forty seconds remaining in the fourth quarter, both teams have exhausted their 
time outs.  Team A is trailing by six points and is in a “hurry up offense”, facing 2nd/9 at the Team B 
14-yard line.  With the clock running, Team A comes to the line and a snap is imminent when the BJ 
observes that B44 is not wearing a mouthpiece. 
RULING: 2nd/4 for Team A at the Team B 9-yard line.  Team B has committed a delay of game 
foul  40-second clock; game clock on the snap. (B44 may stay in the game provided he “finds” his 
mouthpiece without delay.) This is the type of test question that we know the rule but how we officiate 
it during a game depends on the circumstances.  Maybe B44 had been warned previous. This is good 
discussion concerning the game clock. 
 
PLAY FIVE: With 12 seconds remaining in the game, Team A, trailing by four points, calls its second 
time out of the second half as it faces 3rd/goal from the Team B 9-yard line.  During the time out, 
running back A47, still in the field of play, removes his helmet, revealing a brightly colored bandanna 
that was not visible with his helmet in place. 
RULING:  Team A is charged with its 3rd and final time out (they get to use the time!).  25-second 
clock will start on the ready; game clock on the snap. Another good example.  Know what the rule 
says and use some common sense.  Like telling him to put his helmet back on.  This is a foul by rule. 
He can only wear this if visible inside the team area. 
 
PLAY SIX: 3rd/7 for Team A from the Team A 45-yard line.  A12 completes a pass to A88, who carries 
the ball to the Team B 25-yard line, where he is tackled inbounds.  While the play is in progress, the 
officials note that two Team B players participating in the play are wearing the number 21. 
RULING: 1st/10 for Team A from the Team B 25-yard line.  Game clock and 25-second clock start on 
the ready.  Team A will decline the 5-yard penalty for the numbering violation. This is only illegal if 
they both are in the game at the same time. 
 
PLAY SEVEN: 1st/10 for Team A from the Team A 20-yard line.  As the Team A offense enters the 
field, the officials observe a wide receiver wearing the number “07” moving into position.  QB A11 
completes a pass to A07 at midfield, and he is tackled inbounds at the Team B 40-yard line. 
RULING:  1st/15 for Team A from the Team A 15-yard line following penalty for equipment 
violation.  This is an illegal number.  By rule, this live ball foul will be penalized 5 yards from the 
previous spot.  Game clock and 25-second clock start on the ready. (The rules appear to suggest that 
this foul would be called on each down in which this player participates wearing an illegal number!  It 
is recommended that, if possible, this issue be addressed before the game and corrective action 
taken at that time.) Numbers like 00, 100 are illegal.  Single numbers like 7 are legal.  07 is not legal. 
 
SITUATION EIGHT: 3rd/9 for Team A from midfield near the end of the second period.  Team A’s 
(Visitors) Head Coach calls for a time out and informs the referee that the headphones used by his 
coaching staff are not working and that it appears that the home team headphones are 
operational.  He requests that the Referee stop the game and “fix” this problem. 
RULING: Referee should inform Team A Head Coach that headphone operation is outside the scope 
of the officials’ jurisdiction and that their operation is not subject to the rules. There may be a district 
rule that covers this.  If one teams headset goes down the other team turns theirs off.  If there is no 
rule all you can do is report to the other coach that the visiting teams headsets are down.  It is then up 
to that Coach to do whatever but the officials are not involved and he is not obligated to put his down 



unless there is a district rule.  Could be a good pregame question during a district game.  If a team 
has only 1 head set working and the other team has all of them working that is still not covered and 
the officials are not involved. 
 
SITUATION NINE: During pre-game equipment inspections, the officials observe that Team A players 
have bright red towels attached to their belts, bearing the name of the school printed in white.  The 
towels measure 6 inches by 12 inches. 
RULING:  These towels are legal per UIL Exception. The only thing a towel cannot have is a number 
on it.  Could have targeted toward a player on the other team. 
 
SITUATION TEN:  Before the game, the visiting team presents for inspection 6 balls bearing the NFL 
“shield” logo and the marking “Official NFL Ball”.  The balls meet the size and pressure specifications 
of the NCAA rules, but they do not have any end stripes. 
RULING: The balls are not legal for game use.  While the NFL markings are specifically allowed by 
UIL Exception, the balls must have 1-inch stripes on each end of the ball on the panels adjacent to 
the laces. (Balls not constructed of leather (i.e., rubber) are also not legal!  Be sure your crew has a 
pressure gauge and air pump to test the balls in case the stadium did not provide them in your 
dressing room.  Put your mark on the ball that signifies you have approved the ball. 
 
  
  
  
  
   
 
 


